AptÊHeatingÊServices
GasÊSafeÊRegisteredÊEngineers
RegisteredÊNo.Ê209175

LocalÊServicesÊOffered
• General Plumbing • Installation Work

Ê• Free Estimates • Full Gas Central Heating installations undertaken
• Boilers replaced and your options explained in laymans terms
• Warm Air Units upgraded or removed
• Radiators added and sytems updated or altered
• All domestic natural gas appliances installed and serviced
including gas fire cookers and hobs
• Breakdown repairs on all Natural Gas appliances
• Fast, friendly service at a fair price
• Full references from satisfied local customers available on demand

Tel:Ê07941Ê286747
AptÊHeatingÊServices,ÊLaneÊEnd
BestÊprices,ÊServiceÊandÊreliabilityÊfromÊ
aÊmatureÊlocalÊtradesmen

[From the Editor
Usually in the summer issue of The Clarion I’m trying to find space to
promote all the summer fetes, fayres and open days in our villages. It
makes me a bit sad this year that I’m not searching through my
archives for a picture of a happy-terrified child on the zippy dipper to
celebrate Lane End Fete. The organisers have hopes it will return later
in the year, so keep an eye out on the village FB page for updates.
While this last year has felt like a year of stasis for many, it’s galvanised
others into action. The parish council has been working hard behind the
scenes to secure an upgrade to our fibre network to ensure that we’re
fully prepared for our digital future. It’s a work in progress, as detailed
on page 8.
The Lane End Players have hatched a wonderfully ambitious project to
create an outdoor stage on the Playing Fields. Ceri tells us about plans
for the Theatre on The Row on p20. And Lane End resident Neil Butler was inspired by David Attenborough whilst on furlough to launch a
project to plant a million trees. Read about his first project with Great
Marlow School on p46. Enjoy the slide into summer!
From Katy Dunn, editor

email: katyjdunn@btinternet.com

Advertise in the Clarion
Connect with your local community,
reach 1750 households in the area
£55 half page per issue / £90 full page per issue
Discounts for multiple issues

Contact Hayley Glasgow on clerk@laneendparishcouncil.org
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check on local planning applications
and there’s even a footpaths map.

Allotments
We have 3 allotment sites: Chalky
Field, Marlow Road. Bunkers,
Church Road. Sandyfield, Marlow
Road.
We have a waiting list for allotments.
If you are interested in taking on an
allotment plot please contact the
Parish Clerk.
Prices of plots range from £21 - £40
per year, depending on size.
Allotment news: the parish council
has upgraded the existing gated entrance to Sandyfield allotment on the
Marlow Road. Repairs have been
made to the fencing surrounding
Chalky Field allotment.

Planning Applications

The Planning Applications relevant
to the Lane End Parish Council are
updated on the Parish Councils website
www.laneendparishcouncil.org.uk

Whilst the Parish Council does not
have the power to determine applications its local knowledge is sought
on each and every application.

Street lights

To report a faulty street light please
note the column number, the road
page 6

where the street light is situated and
the nearest property and report to the
Clerk - Hayley Glasgow 01494
437111 /
clerk@laneendparishcouncil.org.uk

FixMyStreet.com
If you want to report anything to the
council such as things which are
broken, dirty, damaged or dumped,
go to FixMyStreet.com. You can also
report things that need fixing, cleaning or clearing, like graffiti, dog fouling, potholes or street lights that
don’t work.
All you have to do is type in a postcode and describe your problem.

Various works carried out by
the parish council in the last
three months
Tree works organised on the village
green, bunkers allotment and
Moorend Common.
New beech tree planted to replace
the fallen oak in Ridge Close.
Grass cutting schedule agreed for
allotments, open green spaces and
the Playing Fields.
Tree safety surveys arranged on all
parish council owned land.
Street lights fixed—five
Broken bollard on Ditchfield Common
replaced.
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[ Lane End Ultrafast Broadband
By Tim Nolan
Lane End Parish Council wants to
make sure that the residents and
businesses in our villages don’t get
left behind in the modern world. This
means securing broadband connections to our homes that not only
meet current needs, but that guarantee we’re set up for the future.
Whilst many parts of the five ‘Ends’
villages currently enjoy good broadband speeds, there are many areas
that do not. They suffer frozen
screens on video calls, slow loading
of web pages and files and ‘laggy’
video conferencing, TV streaming
and video gaming.
Furthermore, as working from home
(some of the time) becomes the new
normal, and as streaming TV and
gaming services place increasing
demands on our connections, we
need to make sure our broadband
capacity can keep up. The load on
our broadband connections is only
going to increase over time.
It is a fact that no matter what broadband package we buy, we can’t be
guaranteed the fastest speeds and
most stable connections in our villages because the connection from the
exchange to our homes is on outdated copper wiring.
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Fibre connections are the only way
we can increase broadband capacity
in our villages. In many towns and
cities, this is already happening, but
rural areas risk getting left behind.
With this in mind, earlier this year the
parish council set up a steering
group on a project to try to secure
ultrafast broadband for our villages.
This group of councillors, interested
residents and experts investigated
the Government’s Rural Gigabit
Scheme. Fourteen ultrafast broadband providers were contacted, of
whom four submitted proposals.
The parish council’s aim is to try to
get a provider to fully fund the £2m+
cost to build the new fibre infrastructure in the parish. But obviously as
residents, we will still have to pay for
any particular ultrafast service we
then choose to sign up for.
The latest is that we have a shortlist
of four providers and after a high
quality demo of their infrastructure and service live in Marlow,
Swish Fibre is aiming to carry out a
local feasibility study in the near future. It's exciting times and ideally a
provider will start work in 2021 and
complete in 2022. We’ll have updates on progress in the next issue.
The Clarion — Summer 2021

[Lane

End

Conservation Group

The lowdown\

Report by Pauline CavellNortham
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Like so many organisations, the
Lane End Conservation Group is
greatly looking forward to the end of
this virus and things getting back to
normality.
It has meant a quiet winter for our
Group, although things like litter picking and cutting back growth on our
footpaths has continued. The undergrowth is beginning to grow again
and most especially those tricky
brambles waiting to trip us up!
Our Action Days have begun again.
These are always on the first Saturday of the month, meeting at 10
o’clock in the village centre (doctors)
car park. You would be most welcome to join us. It’s a lovely way to
feel part of the village.
Having helped to cut the grass on
Ditchfield common to enable our
lovely bee orchids to flower last
summer, we hope that they will come
back again this June, so there will be
great anticipation in May for any
signs of them.
The trees planted by the Conservation Group in the area next to the
Four Fields footpath near the motorway are doing pretty well. It will be
The Clarion — Summer 2021

so good when the screen really
begins to make a difference.
Also along the Four Fields footpath,
the memorial bench to Don Gresswick is a good place to rest and relax
on your walk around. The other
memorial bench to Tony Davis at
Hatches Pond on Cadmore Common
(show in a picture in the last issue of
The Clarion) is another place of
peace and recreation.
There have been various pleas in
other parts of The Clarion urging
people to be responsible for their
dogs. There is also the perennial
problem of litter.
We are so lucky to live in such a
beautiful area and more of us have
been enjoying it during this ‘Covid
season’ so please, please, be extra
vigilant and take any litter home.

[Lane

End Players

Report by Georgie Brooks
The Lane End Players have been
keeping in touch not only with Zoom
quizzes but also with workshops
where we practised American
accents, voice projection and how to
train our voices for radio speaking,
with professional experts. We have
cast and rehearsed on Zoom two
short two-hander plays, which we
hope to be able to perform to a
limited audience soon after reThe Clarion — Summer 2021

strictions are lifted. These are ‘Love
Letters’ by AR Gurney and ‘Two’ by
Jim Cartwright.
We have another exciting project
which we hope will take place in
August. See below for a hint!

Adults and children needed for ‘The
Darling Buds of May’ 20/21 August.
This year,the Lane End Players’
Open Air Production at the Playing
Fields will be the charming comedy
‘The Darling Buds Of May’ by HE
Bates, an uplifting family tale set in
rural England.
The Players would love it to be a
true community event and are inviting non-members to be involved.
There are 10 parts for adults of all
ages and 5 parts for Juniors - girls
aged 10 to 17 and a boy of 15. We’d
be especially thrilled to see identical
twin girls aged around 11-12!
Director Kath Gill will be holding
auditions at the Community Centre
later in May – check our website and
FB pages for details. Those interested can call Kath in advance on
07974 104919 or email
kathgill50@gmail.com.
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[ Welcome, our new vicar
By Philip Smith
Photo by Teresa Hehir
Lucy and I moved into Lane End in
the middle of March as I took up my
new role on Palm Sunday as a Team
Vicar to The South Chilterns Team
Ministry (C of E). This covers St
Peter & St Paul in Stokenchurch, St
Nicholas in Ibstone, Holy Trinity in
Lane End, and St Mary le Moor in
Cadmore End.
I had the interview on Zoom and was
licensed on Zoom. One of our services is currently being zoomed as
well, so as ‘every day’s a school day’
it’s great being challenged and learning new skills at any age.
I was born in Fulham and Lucy was
made in Chelsea, and the family
have been lifelong supporters of
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Fulham FC, so it’s great to have already found some sporting kindred
spirits. We have three sons and partners in Oxford, London and Paris.
It’s a joy in this new season of our
lives to be almost equidistant to our
granddaughter in London and grandson in Oxford.
We love meeting new people anywhere for everyone has their own
story. I hope we may meet you in
Londis or Lacey’s, in a pub or post
office, a church or charity shop, on a
farm or factory. The life of clubs, societies, interest groups, churches
and communities is always changing
and though it may be good to come
to church at any time, as I say, it’s
always ‘better to be Church’.
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[Hambleden

Valley
Gardening Club
Report by Janet Collins
At our final Zoom presentation in
April, Steven Desmond gave us a
talk about the gardens and houses
created by the partnership of Gertrude Jekkyl and Edwin Lutyens.
The title of the talk was ‘Bumps and
Ned’, their friendly way of addressing each other. Bumps being the
name for Miss Jekkyl due to her increasing waist and love of iced buns
for breakfast! She was one of the
greatest of all English garden de-
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signers, and yet she described herself as an ‘artist-gardener’. She
could as easily have laid claim to
being a painter, an embroiderer, an
interior designer, an author or a photographer.
Jekkyl first met Lutyens when he
was a young newly qualified architect and he designed the family
home Munstead Wood which was
their first and, maybe, their most famous collaboration.
Steven Desmond is an Arts Society
lecturer as well as horticulturalist and
so was able to talk about both the
planting ideas of Gertrude Jekkyl as
well as the architectural plans of the
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[Royal

British Legion

Report by Andrew MacTavish
Sadly we learned that the Duke of
Edinburgh had died…
The Village Hall flag was raised and
half-masted. We knew the drill: take
it to the top, pause, and lower it. But
how far? How ‘half-mast’ is halfmast? The Duke was a precise man
and we wanted precision, so we
checked.
The top of the flag should be one
third down from the top of the
pole. Really it’s ‘two-thirds
mast’. Then we got the message that
it was to stay raised until the day
after the funeral. Special decree. So,
if you wondered: No, we hadn’t forgotten to lower it at sunset.
It was the right way up too. Broad
white stripe on top on the hoist
side. There’s a story that an upsidedown Union Flag is a sign of distress, but so many people don’t
know top from bottom that if I was in
distress, I’d just yell. When we had
the Jubilee lunch in the Village Hall
some years ago, Royal British
Legion HQ sent us, free, a hundred
little flags for the tables. They were
all upside down! Have a look in that
drawer if you’ve still got one. Did you
notice?
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The Union Flag is one of the most
recognisable flags because it is a
combination of three others.
Way back in 1542, when a decree
was enacted joining England and
Wales, no one had national flags.
The Tudors had the Welsh
dragon. The English had the red
plus-sign of St George, though most
important people had their own
standards. When James 1st and 6th
came to the throne in 1603,
the cross of St George was combined with the white multiplicationsign cross of St Andrew to show that
England and Scotland were now
united.
In 1801 Ireland was joined in the Act
of Union, so the Irish red multiplication cross of St Patrick was added,
BUT it was decided that St George’s
cross had been on the flag a long
time so St Patrick’s cross should be
a little lower on the hoist side, thus
causing all the all the confusion
about upside down flags ever since.
Confusion? Is it a Union Jack or Union flag? James 1st and 6th ordered
the flag to be flown on the jack pole
on the bows of naval ships, but
gradually it began to be used for
other purposes. Arguments - ‘jack’
or ‘flag’ - went on down the years
until 1908 when the government
said either was correct. At the same
time, it made the flag the official flag
of the United Kingdom. It had never
been legally official before!
The Clarion — Summer 2021

Theatre on The Row

[

Report by Ceri Nicolson
Exciting news for Lane End! Plans
are underway for the future construction of our very own open air
performance space at the Lane End
Playing Fields. All across Britain,
little amphitheatres are being built as
communities grow more aware of the
need for outdoor entertainment.
Lane End will not be behind the
trend.
The Lane End Players have been
working with members of LESA and
the Parish Council on the concept of
developing such a space in the
village and the Parish Council has
generously committed a piece of
land for the purpose. Chairman Mike
Detsiny at the Annual Parish Meeting
on 4 May enthused about the project
and said: ‘We will do everything we
can to help.’ Although the Lane End
Players initiated the idea, the Theatre On The Row is intended for the
use of the whole community –
schools, churches, scouts and
guides, local performers and so on –
the sky’s the limit!
At present, the project is in its infancy and we welcome anyone who
would like to get involved in developing it further. First thoughts are that
we will be creating a not-for-profit
charity organisation in order to raise
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funds via Government sources,
events, donations and so on. We
have preliminary designs and are
currently actively looking for people
who are willing to help in any way.
We will all get a delicious taster of
open air entertainment this summer
at the Playing Fields on the weekend
of 20/21 August when the Lane End
Players bring you the delightful
heartwarming comedy play ‘Darling
Buds of May’ – the ‘perfick’ pick-youup after the long winter lockdown!
More details to follow.
Please contact Ceri Nicolson
(cerichina@yahoo.com) if you are
interested in being involved.

[ Tai Chi in the

village hall
by Dr Sue Stuart
Tai chi is an ancient Chinese martial
art practised to improve physical and
mental health. By strengthening the
muscles around the joints it improves
balance and posture. The breathing
exercises, qi gong (pronounced chee
gong), alleviate stress, produce calm
and promote sleep. Research
suggests that this mind/body approach to exercise has benefits for
those at risk of dementia (The Lancet, April, 2021).
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Report by
Ben Smiley
Our season has started after what
has felt like a longer than normal
winter, and we are delighted to be
back playing. By the time you read
this, we’ll have completed four
league matches, two Sunday social
games and hosted another league
fixture at the ground in Parmoor. Not
a bad start.
We are lucky to be the sole users of
our ground, especially given that so
many cricket clubs in the area use
public or shared spaces. These
clubs are struggling to get their
pitches ready because, in restarting
their delayed season, football clubs
are using the spaces that would
usually make up the cricket pitch
outfield. Sadly, it’s not safe to play
cricket with goalposts in the outfield,
and we’re fortunate that this isn’t an
issue for us.
Preparation for this season was due
to start in September last year when
we planned to refurbish the square.
We’d planned to scarify (scratch) the
grass off before spiking the square
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and adding more soil. This is to
remove the old grass and thatch and
de-compact the ground so that new
roots have an easier job of burrowing into the soil. We’d have sown
new grass seed in time for it to
germinate and establish before winter truly set in.
Unfortunately, the weather got wet
quickly in the autumn, and this
meant that it was too soggy to do
any of this work. This set-back
means we’ve been playing catch up.
The pitch isn’t as good as it could
be, and there are some mossy and
weedy patches that, if left untreated,
will cause problems for the players
later in the season.
We’re on top of it, and the problem
will be solved. However this does go
to demonstrate that cricket is affected by the weather at all times of the
year, not just when we’re trying to
play a match!
Like so many businesses and organisations, Frieth Cricket Club took a
financial hit last year with no membership fees and our social calendar
scuppered. We’ll definitely be back
The Clarion — Summer 2021

with some fantastic events such as
the The Frieth Cup (inter-pub match),
Race Night and End of Season
dinners this year. You are invited to
attend some or all of these.
Register your interest by emailing
friethcricket@btinternet.com or by
liking ‘Frieth Cricket Club’ on Facebook. Of course, if you can’t attend,
you can still support us through EasyFundraising, by entering our 50/50
Club or by playing a few games with
us. Just message us by email or on
social media.
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The Frieth Cricket Club Junior
Section will be taking place again this
summer. The dates are still being
finalised but we hope to run the
coaching on every Sunday during
the school summer holidays. Details
will be announced on social media,
and directly to those who participated
last year.
We’re looking forward to seeing you
at the ground at some point this season, and whether you’re playing,
watching, helping or just stopping by,
you’re more than welcome. Thank
you in advance of your support.
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[ Some photos from old
Lane End
Thanks to James Bowley for sharing
the photos. And if you’re interested
in the history of the village and
reminiscences of people who have a
connection with the place, there’s a
Facebook page made for you. Just
look up: Old Lane End and
Surrounds on Facebook.
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path running alongside Golden Guff
into Finings Wood. This winter it
was impassable without wellies. The
weather has been dry since we did
this, so we won’t know if it works
probably until next winter – fingers
crossed.
If you come across any problems on
the paths please email me
julie.wetenhall@gmail.com

(Thanks to Allen Lewis and Marley
for the pic)

[

Garsington Opera

Report by Andrew MacTavish

Garsington Opera House comes as
a huge surprise the first time you see
it. It’s a striking building seating an
audience of 400, nestling among
unspoilt beech woods on the
Wormsley Estate beyond Stokenchurch.
It is the last thing you would
expect to find in the Chilterns. In
the summer season, opera lovers flock here from all over the
country to see world-class
performances at this nationally
famous venue.
The great advantage to local
residents is the subsidiary
educational programmes - the
Garsington Community Choir
and the Youth Choir. The
Community Choir is designed for
adult amateurs aged from 20 to
(say) 80. People do not have to
read music or to have any
experience of choral singing.
They don’t have to audition.
They don’t even have to pay!
The Community Choir sets out
to teach what opera is all about.
To join, you just have to turn up
at a rehearsal and see if you like
it. The singing and the stage
movement are taught by hugely
enthusiastic professionals. Every
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other year, the choir puts on a work
on the Garsington stage specially
written by the composer Orlando
Gough, with professional singers
taking the lead parts. It is hugely
exciting.

Mandeville Hospital, and the Victoria
and Albert Museum.

The Garsington.org website is really
interesting and something of an eyeopener. Try going to ‘Home’ and
srolling down to ‘Learning’. Follow
The Choir also have a strong
through all the activities for adults,
connection with the Rosetta Trust, an youth and schools (including Lane
organisation which helps people who End Primary). We are lucky to have
have suffered from strokes and life- Garsington on our doorstep.
changing injuries. The groups
(Rehearsals are beginning now for
rehearse separately and then join to
the summer performance. Details
perform at such places as Stoke
are on the website - Ed.)
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To include your event or group meeting (free) email: katyjdunn@btinternet.com
Please also be sure to inform me of any changes on katyjdunn@btinternet.com

What’s On?

[H
Hopefully by
the next issue of
The Clarion, we’ll
have more events
t o sha r e

[C
Church Services
Sundays 9.15am Holy Trinity
church, Lane End
Sunday 11am St Mary le Moor
church, Cadmore End

[G
Garden visit trips
Hambleden Valley gardening club
visits:
Tuesday 22 June—garden visit to
the nursery of Green and Gorgeous
near Wallingford.
Wednesday 29 September—
garden visit to Turn End Gardens,
Haddenham.
Contact Celia Warren 01491
638691

[H
Help tidy the village and
look after our green spaces
First Saturday of every month—The
Lane End Conservation Group
meets in the village (doctor’s) car
park at 10am. No previous experiThe Clarion — Summer 2021

ence necessary, everyone welcome,
young and old.

[L
Lane End WI
On the last Monday of the month, the
WI meets in the Sycamore Room, at
Lane End Village Hall(except Bank
Holidays) Please contact Ann Carter
on 01494 881987

[T
Tai Chi

[T
Toddler Forest School
Lat Friday afternoon of every month.
£5 per parent and 1 child, £2 per
extra child. Cadmore End School.
Contact
jhazell@cadmoreendschool.org

[L
Lane End Players’ Live
productions
Two new two-hander plays TBC

Tuesday 2pm in Lane End Village
Hall, £6 per session. Contact Dr Sue
Stuart, sastuart@globalnet.co.uk
01494 532088

Keep an eye on social media and
their website laneendplayers.com

[C
Café at the
Community Centre

[O
Outdoor fitness for
adults with little ones

Mondays 10am – 12noon for bacon
or sausage baps, homemade cakes
and hot drinks and Thursday 11am –
2pm for toasties, paninis, homemade
cakes and hot drinks.

Buggybeat with Megann runs every
Saturday in Lane End at 9.30am.
£35 for 6 passes or £7 per class.
Contact Megann for more details on
07944 116547

[B
Bingo night
Friday 4 June at Lane End Community Centre. Email Emma on
leycc@hotmail.co.uk to book a table.

[C
Children’s role play
Tuesdays from 27th July, 9.3010.30am and 11-12noon. Role play
sessions from birth to 10 years old.
£6 per child, £4 per sibling, £3 under
1s. More info at rolecity.co.uk.
Contact sc@rolecity.co.uk
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20/21 August, ‘Darling Buds of May’

Lane End
Conservation Group

ACTION DAYS
In normal times, we meet 10am
in the ‘doctors’ car park on the
first Saturday of the month
Please help to keep our
village tidy and its green
spaces green
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[ How to add life to your space
Report by Samantha Johnson

where a pop of green will instantly
brighten up your room whilst adding
visual breathability.

After living in lockdown for so
long, our living areas may feel
drab and boring. To inject some
life into these spaces why not
make your living area more
individual and comfortable by
following these five simple tips.

A splash of greenery on a simple
shelf, coffee table or mantlepiece will
transform an area making it feel
fresh, new and somehow cleaner.

Add greenery

Add a personal touch

If you fancy adding an immediate
infusion of life to your space add
seasonal or stylish indoor greenery.
This is perfect for neutral schemes

With so much choice and the accessibility of affordable modern furniture
and accessories, it can invariably
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different styles of chairs around a
dining table, all upholstered in the
same fabric so they sit perfectly
together or sit a mid-century sofa
with a vintage standard lamp.
Add a few decorative books
A coffee table or an ottoman is the
perfect spot to have a light stack of
beautiful books. How many times
have you browsed in a book shop
and discovered a beautiful hardback
book filled with wonderful images or
photos. It seems such a shame to
hide this away. An alternative idea is
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to create a wonderful display of
books, arts, photo frames and ornaments in an artistic arrangement on
a display shelf.
I have recently launched the Essential Home Design Guide that will help
you enjoy the process of designing
your own home, step by step. It is a
simple framework to guide you when
designing a room and includes all
the tools you’ll need to help get you
started with your project and create
a home that reflects your style.
courses.samanthajohnsondesign.com
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[ Post Lockdown holidays
By Amy Powell, travel counsellor

Photo by Kelsey Knight on Unsplash
With lockdowns starting to ease,
vaccination programs progressing
successfully and hopefully a move
back to normality, one item that is
front of mind for many people will be
holidays.
Understandably there is a lot of nervousness with regards to travel. In
2020 with my passion for travel
pushing me forward I travelled to the
beautiful Spanish and Greek islands
therefore wanted to share my experiences of travelling through the pandemic.
During my trips I was highly reassured to see how airlines, hotels
and foreign countries have stepped
up to make sure all their visitors are
kept safe, and this has only continued to improve throughout the last
year to allow us to travel again.

Once you arrive, the hotels are very
conscious of Covid and they want
you back into their rooms. Some hotels are asking for all guests to perform Covid tests on arrival therefore
making sure all guests are covid
free. It is obvious that cleaning is
increased to the point where hotels
are cleaner than they normally are.
So overall, I believe once the UK
government allow us to start travelling again, I personally would feel
safe to embark on my next adventure! If you are ready too, give me a
shout!

Despite popular beliefs, aircraft are
very clean environments. Due to
onboard filtering, air is constantly
cleaned, which in tests has proved
any chance of transmission is greatly
reduced. This is enhanced with onboard protocol with regards to mask
wearing, sanitisation packs and
overall changing the service to ensure minimal contact.
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A fresh approach to health

Report by Lilli May, Registered Homeopath
We are fortunate in the UK to have
an excellent free national health service. We are also lucky to have a
range of Complimentary and Alternative Medicines (CAM) available to
those seeking a more natural and
holistic approach to their health.
Some of these have been tried and
tested over thousands of years, such
as Traditional Chinese Medicine,
Indian Ayurvedic medicine, and
Reflexology which can be traced
back to ancient Egypt.
More recent developments include
Osteopathy, Chiropractic and Homeopathy. These all have a wealth of
positive evidence based on case
histories, which is now backed up by
modern scientific research
(www.cochranelibrary.com /
www.hri-research.org).
The term ‘Complementary’ means
that these medicines can be safely
used alongside conventional treatments, while the term ‘Alternative’
indicates a different understanding of
health and illness, seeing physical
symptoms as a sign that something
in your life is out of balance. Most
CAM medicines consider both physical and emotional aspects of a
person, and take into account your
history and current circumstances.
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There is an increasing awareness of
the ‘mind-body connection’ amongst
health professionals in conventional
settings, for example the impact of
stress on our health. This has always
been central to CAM medicines,
which also include an energetic
dimension – believing that body,
mind and spirit are all linked in a
dynamic relationship.
The spiritual aspect of our lives is
often neglected in modern Western
societies - we may feel something is
missing in our lives but can’t quite
work out what. Attending to our spiritual needs could involve daily meditation, but can also include spending
more time in nature, connecting to
those around us, or doing things we
really love. CAM treatments can help
to rebalance, leading to a greater
sense of well-being.
One of the benefits of CAM treatments is that appointments are generally at least an hour long, which
allows a fully individualised approach. Some people may see CAM
as expensive when we are used to
receiving free treatment through the
NHS. But your health and wellbeing
is something worth investing in. Do
check your therapist is registered
with a professional organisation.
The Clarion — Summer 2021
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Milk Men
with Will Lacey

\

[ Nature-friendly farming
Supporting the natural environment
is a crucial part of farming, and on
our farm, we have been working with
a variety of farmers, ecologists,
advisors and volunteers, to try and
improve and increase the biodiversity across our farm.

so we are working with all kinds of
different habitats, soil types, topography and elevations across every
farm. Our family has always had an
ambition to farm in a way that both
farming and the environment can
thrive together.

The Chilterns is a mixed landscape,

We have been very fortunate to be
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involved with the Chilterns Cluster
Group of farmers. This is a group of
18 farms across the central Chilterns, who have come together with
the help of the Chiltern Conservation Board. We work together to
plan, research, create and implement projects that help to benefit our
natural environment.
Through this programme we have
already started on many projects
which include: over-winter feeding
of farmland birds, putting up owl
boxes, planting pollinator margins,
creating reptile refugia, planting
hedge rows and much more.
This winter we have been working
with an ecologist to create a whole
farm plan. This management plan
considers how we farm, and what
we can do to increase our posi-
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tive actions with the environment.
One of our key areas is woodland
boundaries. The margins between
managed farmland and woodland
are important habitats, and they
need managing carefully.
Although we do not own, or have
management of much of the woodland, we can control the edge habitat where we manage the land. I
wanted to tell you a bit about the
work we are doing here, as for anyone unaware of the thinking behind
it, major tree work can often look
unattractive, and it is often assumed
the work is having a negative environmental impact.
When it comes to good habitats,
Nature is not always pretty— we
may have some beautiful land-
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scapes and well manicured gardens,
but if there is no food or shelter for
insects etc, you will have very little
biodiversity in the area.
As you can see from the pictures,
our aim is for a gradual increase in
the vegetation from the field height
up to the trees. When the trees overhang the edge of the wood, a lot of
shade is created, so less vegetation will grow in this transitional area.
The overhanging branches support
very little wildlife, and by cutting
these back, the ground below is
opened up to the light to become a
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much more species-rich woodland
transition.
This project has just completed its
third winter. The aim is to cover our
whole farm over a six year period, by
which time we will probably have to
start again! The picture is of a woodland edge we cut back two years
ago, you can see the new vegetation growth at the bottom.
Elsewhere on the farm, the cows are
back out grazing in the fields. After a
dry spring, we were pleased of some
rain in May to help the grass grow.
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pupil their own free beech tree to pot
up and grow in their gardens or on
their patios ready for planting out to
begin creating our own wood in the
autumn of 2022.
That was 234 trees in total, and it
was an amazing experience to see
my project coming to life and chat
with the children about their views on
climate change and how we can
save the planet together.
Our trees came from Maelor, a
nursery in North Wales and we’ve
been working with local businesses
and a women’s co-operative in Sri
Lanka who provided the coir pots
that our trees will grow in.

"Just want to say how

awesome you are for leading
the wood4trees thing –
you’re amazing, and [my
daughter] is delighted to be
part of such a fab project."
Parent of Y8 child at
Great Marlow School

The next HUGE challenge
is to find some land and a
home for our trees. A staggering 900 acres will be
needed for a million trees,
that’s twice as much as the
whole of Lacey’s farm!
Come and join our woodland army. This autumn I’ll
be visiting the local primary
schools to give them their
free trees but I’m more than
happy to sell you a tree to
help support this initiative.
Our garden now resembles
a tree nursery with birch,
beech, hazel, oak and poplars all springing into life.
Let’s all make a difference
and help create a better
future for everyone.
The Clarion — Summer 2021
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Guiding Light Alchemy

[

by Juliet Wade
Many of us are feeling drained by
the past year of Covid. However, I
believe we can heal ourselves physically, emotionally and spiritually
using plant-based remedies and by
living holistically with the ancient
rhythms of the earth.
I am a professional spiritual guide
and Master herbalist. My mission in
this life is to be a helping hand to
help others who wish to explore
themselves more deeply. I want to
help others learn how to understand
themselves better, awaken their spirituality and find their own inner truth
so that they can life a life full of joy,
purpose and self love.
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I’m also interested in a more holistic
and natural way to look after ourselves and our loved ones using the
ancient wisdom of plants to support
our bodies and minds. I believe the
earth can provide us with all the
medicine and healing we need and
I’d like to share my knowledge of
brews, salves, compresses, tinctures
and teas to fight illness and disease.
From June, I’ll be running some classes to discuss re-wilding ourselves
and the land, practical healing remedies, spiritual integration and deep
healing methods. These will be held
in a safe place with no judgement or
competition, where we can find ways
to become a happier, healthier you.
Get in touch on:

julietwade@guidinglightalchemy.com
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On the land
with Bryan Edgley

\

In the spring issue of The Clarion, I
explained the significance of the Agriculture Act 2020 which sets out the
aims of Government for the future of
farming in Britain. The new Act has
been described as ‘the biggest
shake-up in domestic farm policy
in living memory’.
There is mounting concern from
farmers about the phasing out of the
former EU ‘Basic Payment Scheme.’
Currently, 60% of the net income of
many farms comes from the BPS.
Farmers in mainland Europe, the
main overseas territory with which
British farm produce is traded, will
continue to receive BPS payments
from EU funds, and thus have an
unfair advantage. The Scottish and
Welsh administrations are making
their own similar farm policies.
Future Government support will be
increasingly in the form of grants for
environmental projects and the old
policy, of farms primarily growing
food with care for the environment
and the landscape as a by-product
of successful food production, will
apparently be abandoned.
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This is one of the reasons why
farmers recognise that politicians, as
well as plant or livestock health and
weather forecasts, have a huge
bearing on the viability of farming
enterprises. We farmers have
regular meetings with our Member of
Parliament, Steve Baker, each year.
We are often guided by research
collated by the National Farmers
Union, to which we all pay an annual
subscription.
Additionally, we have a Wycombe
District Rural Forum which meets
twice a year in the Chambers of
Wycombe District Council and each
summer, local farms take turns to
host councillors and staff from the
Council Offices for a farm tour. The
next one is at Kensham Farm.
Others with an interest in the wellbeing of rural areas, such as representatives of Parish Councils, Thames
Valley Police Rural Support Officers,
Chiltern Society, the Chilterns Conservation Board and Berkshire College of Agriculture also attend the
Rural Forum.
Since April 2020, Wycombe District
The Clarion — Summer 2021

ing implements. The increased
working width, and precision technology of these farm implements
has increased our productivity.
We’ve made a small saving of crop
protection chemicals and fertiliser
compared to earlier years, and we
can apply them faster than previously possible.
The ‘tramline’ system was developed around forty years ago with
the objective of avoiding tractors
having to draw farm implements
through the growing crop. The tractor drawing the implement, whether
spreading fertiliser or spraying crop
protection chemicals, stays in the
tramline and treats a width of crop
precisely up to the halfway point
between the tramlines. In this way,
none of the crop is missed out and
none of it gets a double application.
The tramlines are made by setting
the seed drill, which is linked onto a
tractor steered by GPS technology,
to avoid sowing seeds in the tramlines. Our new Dale seed drill seeds
a width of 10 metres, so for each
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three bouts the first time around the
field the drill will plant seeds on the
full 10 metres, the next time around,
two of the middle coulters for each
tractor wheel will be blanked off to
leave no seed in the tramlines, then
the third time around the field all the
coulters will be drilling seeds. Subsequently all crop treatments will be
carried out with the tractor driving in
the tramlines without damaging any
crop.
The photo shows fertiliser being
spread with our new Amazone ZGTS spreader for the first spring
dressing of Nitrogen fertiliser on winter wheat in February. This spreader
has a capacity of 7,500 litres (about
8 tonnes of fertiliser) with its spreading width of 30 metres (98 feet) its
work output is such that this March
we spread 1,850 acres in four days
with 600 acres spread on the best
day. This fertiliser spreader is
equipped with a computer screen in
the cab of the tractor (shown in the
photo), the entire tank holding the
fertiliser is mounted on weigh cells
connected to the computer, so that
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the quantity of fertiliser being spread
is constantly being monitored and
readjusted by the computer with its
progress shown on the computer
screen in the cab.
Any change in spreading pattern of
the fertiliser leaving the spinning
discs is monitored by a series of radar beams which can automatically

change the spread of the discs and
position that the fertiliser drops onto
the disc to maintain an even spread
pattern. The machine also has a hill
sensor to detect when the spreader
is operating on a slope and change
the settings accordingly. The computer also has a setting that can be
chosen for the first time around a
field, so that no fertilizer is being
wasted by spinning out too far and
ending up in the hedge bottom.

The Edgley family has farmed at
Kensham Farm, Cadmore End
since 1955
kenshamfarms.com

Edward Briscoe MIPW

LASTING POWERS OF ATTORNEY
£250* per person

Covers Health & Finance 2 home visits, advice and certification
* OPG charges of £82 per application are extra

Insert from dropbox

WILLS IN ENGLISH
In essence you don’t have a Will if you die without one
Wills from £100 if you don’t have one
Compliant with the IPW code of practice

Phone: 07962 157843 / 01491 638075
Email: edward@willsinenglish.com
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[ F r o m Ol é r o n
Report by Terry Dennett

I would like to apologise to all Clarion readers as last time I missed the
deadline; so sorry! The mood here
on Oléron is on the up as lockdown
has ended and all commercial premises are open for terrasse service.
However, the overnight curfew
remains in place.
The vaccination programme is progressing well but the take up is still
very low with perhaps 35% refusing
for whatever reason; c’est la vie!
Oléron has been very lucky in a way.
With the usual visitors not coming to
the island the infection rate has been
kept low. On Easter weekend, the
Gendarmes turned back over 300
cars on the viaduct to the island and
fined the occupants €135 for not
obeying the lockdown! Everyone is
now also looking forward to the EU
vaccine passport scheme which
enables anyone to travel between
EU countries as long as they have
been vaccinated.
Earlier in the year, Gérard Houllier
CBE, the ex-Liverpool football manager from 1999-2004, was buried on
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Oléron after his death in Paris.There
must have been a family connection
with Oléron.
The renewal works, refurbishment
and re-design of the harbour at La
Cotinière is now two months behind
schedule owing to the pandemic.
However, it is hoped that this will not
delay the building of the adjacent
offshore windfarm.
April has been very hard for the wine
growers on the island and throughout France. We had severe frosts
where temperatures dropped to -5°C
which literally ‘beat’ all the Spring
growth on all the vines. Sadly, this
will have an enormous detrimental
effect on the grape harvest for 2021;
so buy your French wines now
before prices go up!
I am pleased to confirm that many
villages throughout Nouvelle Aquitaine flew Union flags at half-mast in
honour of the Duke of Edinburgh’s
death and funeral. The funeral was
taken live from Windsor by two
French TV channels.
I do hope that everyone in Lane End
has remained fit and well. Furthermore, do get jabbed as soon as possible. With every good wish,
Terry Dennett.
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Schools
children enjoyed a range of activities
throughout the day, including cake
baking, basket making, Easter bonnet creation and various other Arts
and Crafts.

At Frieth CEC School we were
delighted to welcome back all our
children in March following the period
of remote learning and it was wonderful to hear the building buzzing
with life once again.

On Friday 19 March, the children
arrived at school dressed as their
favourite superheroes to raise money
for Comic Relief. Children were
encouraged to bring a coin from their
own money box to teach them the
value of charity.

The school’s PTA led an Easter Egg
Hunt and there were raffles and a
chocolate tombola enjoyed by all.
The school governors supported with
the arts and crafts and awarded prizes for the best decorated eggs.
We ended the term with a lovely
Easter Service for each of the
bubbles, led by our Year 6 pupils and
were delighted to welcome Reverend
Sue Lepp as our special guest. We
also enjoyed our first sing-a-long of
the term in our bubbles and the
younger children sang beautifully to
the older bubble from the playground!

With a strong focus on wellbeing, the
children have been out and about,
enjoying their outdoor learning activities. The older classes were also
treated to a view of the Red Arrows
at the end of term as they flew over
Frieth. The two classes walked up
the hill to see the spectacular planes
flying over.
The highlight of the half term was the
school’s Easter Fun Day, where
The Clarion — Summer 2021
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li t tl e explore r s nursery
Choosing the right nursery for your

The Nursery is led by a qualified teacher

child is essential. At Little Explorers

supported by experienced and qualified

Nursery we treat each child as an

staff. Full or part-time places for rising

individual, nurturing their talent, skills

3 and 4 year olds. Call us to arrange a visit

and confidence so that they can flourish.

on 01494 881169 or email us at

We have a bright and spacious setting.

office@laneendprimary.co.uk

Inside, there’s sand and water, messy play,

Little Explorers
nursery ad in dropbox
to insert

painting and crafts, cooking, role play

“Children make a good start in the Early

and music. There are quiet areas too for

Years Foundation Stage because of the

reading, computers and maths. Outside,

good provision.” OFSTED March 2012

the Nursery has two play areas: one for
riding bikes and scooters and another

Little Explorers Nursery at

where we enjoy playing, climbing and

Lane End Primary School

digging, growing fruit and vegetables and

Edmonds Road, Lane End

exploring the log pile for mini beasts!

Bucks HP14 3EJ
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doing it. This year we were able to
finalise our project.
We found a professional hedge layer, who did an incredible job. I spent
three days following our highly
skilled hedge layer and documenting
it all. It’s been a fascinating journey,
something that will have such a positive impact on our environment,
while at the same time educating our
children. They are the next generation who will take over and look after
The Clarion — Summer 2021

our planet. It’s great that they witnessed it all and have a great understanding about the importance of
hedging and its impact on wildlife,
something they love so much.
It’s JUST a hedge you say, but it
means so much more! A laid hedge
is like a piece of art, but it also
means about 50 years of food and
shelter for so many nesting birds,
insects and animals. It’s simply brilliant! It’ll stay thick and bushy,
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providing a deer-proof barrier, which
we gardeners really appreciate.
Hedgelaying is a country craft which
has been practised for hundreds of
years in the UK and Ireland but due
to many factors it is a country skill
which is dying out. Laying a hedge
means bending and carefully cutting
through the stems of small trees and
arching the stems, so that they can
still grow. The best and the most
wildlife-friendly type of tree for hedge
laying is hawthorn.
If you decide to plant and lay a
hedge, it’ll take quite some time until
you can really enjoy it, but the reward will be great. Many of you
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know, that the main social media
platform I’m using is Instagram and
our hedge was so far my most successful story, attracting interest both
in UK and abroad.
It’s absolutely incredible how many
people were fascinated about hedge
laying and I hope that through my
posts, pictures and articles I can
contribute to the continuation of this
ancient skill.
For more inspiration, please follow
me on Instagram
@anya_thegarden_fairy where I
share lots of practical and easy to
follow advice how to create a beautiful and productive garden.
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Useful Telephone Numbers...
Parish Clerk—Hayley Glasgow

01494 437111

Lane End Surgery

01494 881209

Lane End Pharmacy

01494 880774

NHS Direct

111 / 0845 46 47

Lane End Holy Trinity Church

01494 881000

Lane End Primary School

01494 881169

Lane End Village Hall

01865 400365

Frieth Village Hall

01494 880737

Lane End Youth & Community Centre

883878 / 07932 326046

Elim Hope Church

01494 882587

Cadmore End Village Hall

01494 881735

Cadmore End C of E Church

01494 882644

Cadmore End Primary School

01494 881460

Yellow cars taxi

(01494) 44 44 02

Bucks County Council

01296 395000

Wycombe District Council

01494 461000

Highways On Call

0845 2302 882

Flytipping

0845 330 156

Police—non emergency

Wycombe General Hospital
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101

01494 526161
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Cherry Tree Veterinary Practice is a small
family run practice in the heart of Lane End.
We are open 7 days a week for both routine and
emergency appointments as we understand that life can
be hectic and sometimes pets don’t always appreciate
that it is a Sunday!
We believe in taking a personal approach to your pet’s
healthcare and aim to provide an exceptional service in a
relaxed and friendly environment.

Feel free to pop in and say hello.

01494 883443
www.cherrytreevets.com

